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Abstract 
Adjamagbo, K. and A. van den Essen, Eulerian operators and the Jacobian Conjecture, III, 
Journal of Pure and Applied Algebra 81 (1992) 111-116. 
Let k be a field of characteristic zero and F : k” + k” a polynomial map with det /FE k* and 
F(0) = 0. Using the Euler operator it is shown that if the k-subalgebra of M,,(k[x,, , I,,]) 
generated by the homogeneous components of the matrices JF and (JF)-l is finite-dimensional 
over k and such that each element in it is a Jacobian matrix, then F is invertible. This implies a 
result of Connell and Zweibel. Furthermore, it is shown that the Jacobian Conjecture is 
equivalent with the statement that for every F with det JF E k* and F(0) = 0, the shifted Euler 
operator 1 + c F,(a/aF,) is Eulerian. 
Introduction 
Let k be a field of characteristic zero and F : k” -+ k” a polynomial map. The 
Jacobian Conjecture asserts that F is an invertible polynomial map if det JF E k*. 
In [l] the authors introduced a new framework to study this conjecture; the 
framework of Eulerian systems. In particular, a differential operator P with 
coefficients in the polynomial ring k[X] := k[X,, . . . , X,,] is called Eulerian if for 
every polynomial p in k[X], every solution g in 6 := k[[X,, . . . , X,]] of P(g) = p, 
belongs to k[X]. In a subsequent paper [9], the second author showed how the 
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framework of Eulerian operators can be used to give simple and elementary 
proofs of results obtained by Bass in [3]. 
In this paper we give some new applications of Eulerian operators in con- 
nection with the Jacobian Conjecture. The main result of this paper, Theorem 
1.1, asserts the following: let F be a polynomial map with det JF E k* and 
F(0) = 0. If the k-subalgebra of M,(6) generated by the homogeneous compo- 
nents of the matrices JF and (JF)-’ is finite-dimensional over k and such that 
each element in it is a Jacobian matrix, then F is invertible. From this result it 
follows easily that F is invertible if JF is a polynomial in N with constant term I, 
where N is a nilpotent homogeneous matrix having the property that each positive 
power of N is a Jacobian matrix. This result was obtained by the authors in 1987, 
but remain unpublished. Recently, a similar result was announced by Connell and 
Zweibel in [4], with a different proof. Furthermore they showed that the 
hypothesis N’ Jacobian for all i 2 1 can be weakened to N and N’ Jacobian (see 
[51). 
Finally, in Section 2 we show that the Jacobian Conjecture is equivalent with 
the statement that for every F with det JF E k* and F(0) = 0, the shifted Euler 
operator I + c F,(d/dF,) is Eulerian. 
0. Notations and preliminaries 
Throughout this paper we have the following notations: k a field of characteris- 
tic zero, k[X]:=k[X,,..., X,,] the polynomial ring in y1 variables over k, 
6 : = k[[X]] = k[[X, , . . . , X,,]] the ring of formal power series in II variables over 
k and A,, = k[X][d,,. . . , a,,] the nth Weyl algebra over k, i.e. the ring of 
differential operators over k[X] (d, = dldX,>. 
0.1. Jacobian matrices 
Let U E 6”, i.e. U is an n-dimensional column vector over 6 whose ith 
coordinate equals Cl,. If D is a derivation of 6, then D(U) denotes the n- 
dimensional column vector which ith coordinate equals D(U,). The Jacobian of U 
is the matrix JU := (d,(U), . . . ,d,,(U)) and a matrix A E M,,(a) is called a 
Jacobian matrix if there exists a vector U E 6” such that A = JU. It is well known 
that A is a Jacobian matrix if and only if d,(A,) = d,(A,) for all i,j (where A, 
denotes the ith column of A). Another useful characterisation of a Jacobian 
matrix is the following (see [5] and [6]): let A = (A,, . . , A,,) be an arbitrary 
matrix in M,,(a). Put JA := (JAI, . . . , JA,,) and for each U E 6” denote by 
JA 0 U the n by n matrix which ith column equals JA, . U. Then we obtain an 
b-bilinear map J(A) : 6” x 6”+ 6” by the formula 
J(A)(U, V) := (JA 0 U)V , for all U,V E d” . 
One easily verifies that J(A)( e,, e,) = dC(A,) for all i,j, where e, denotes the ith 
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standard basis vector of b”. Consequently 
A is Jacobian if and only if J(A) is symmetric . (1) 
As we shall see, the main obstruction in proving the Jacobian Conjecture is the 
fact that the product of two Jacobian matrices need not be a Jacobian matrix; 
even if A is Jacobian, A’ need not be Jacobian (for example take A = JF where 
F, = X + Y’, F2 = Y + X + Y’). However using the bilinear form criterion (1) the 
following remarkable result was obtained by Connell and Zweibel in [I?]. 
Theorem 0.1 [5, Theorem 2.61. If A and A’ are Jacobian, then A’ is Jacobian for 
alliml. 0 
Finally we call a k-subalgebra of M,,(b) Jacobian if all its elements are 
Jacobian. So reformulating Theorem 0.1 we obtain that k[A], the k-subalgebra of 
M,,(b) generated by A, is Jacobian if and only if both A and A’ are Jacobian. 
0.2. Eulerian operators 
According to [l] a nonzero element P in A,, is called an Eulerian operator if for 
every p E k[X], every solution g E 8 of P(g) = p belongs to k[X]. One easily 
verifies that the Euler operator E = X,a, + . . . + X,,d,, , and more generally every 
nonzero polynomial P(E) E k( E] 1s an Eulerian operator. In fact, this is a special 
case of the following result. 
Proposition 0.2 [ 1, Proposition 2.31. Let 0 # P E k[X,, . . . , X,,]. Define P : = 
P(X, 8, , . , X,,a,,). Then 6 is Eulerian if and only if the equation P(x) = 0 has 
only finitely many solutions in N”. 0 
The way we use the Eulerian operators in the next section is the following: let 
G E 8” and P E A ,, . By P(G) we mean the n-dimensional column vector whose 
ith coordinate equals P(G,), where G, is the ith coordinate of G. To show that G 
belongs to k[X]” we construct a nonzero operator of the form P(E) which 
annihilates G, i.e. P(E)(G) = 0. Since P(E) is Eulerian, we conclude that each G, 
belongs to k[X], hence GE k[X]“. 
0.3. Homogeneous matrices and the Euler operator 
Let h E k[X] be a homogeneous polynomial of degree d 2 1. Then by Euler’s 
formula E(h) = dh or equivalently h = 5 Jh . X (where X stands for the n- 
dimensional column vector which ith coordinate equals X,). From this one easily 
deduces the following generalization; let H be a homogeneous n by 1 matrix of 
degree d L 1 (i.e. all its entries are homogeneous polynomials of degree d), then 
H= $JH.x. (2) 
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Corollary 0.3. Let FE k[X]” with F(0) = 0 and JF = c ;?(, NC,, its homogeneous 
decomposition. Then F = c jr,, & N(,,X. 
Proof. Let F = c rz(, F(,, be its homogeneous decomposition. Then JF = c JFcI,, 
whence JF(, + ,) = NC;, for all i 2 0. Then apply (2). 0 
1. A class of invertible polynomial maps 
Let F = (F, , . . , F,,) : k” + k” be a polynomial map, with F(0) = 0. 
Theorem 1.1. If det JF E k * and the k-subalgebra R of M, (6) generated by the 
homogeneous components of the matrices JF and (JF))’ is fmite-dimensional over 
k and Jacobian, then F is invertible. 
Proof. (i) Since det JF(0) E k” there exists GE 6’ such that F(G) = X. It 
suffices to show that GE k[X]“. Therefore it suffices to show that 
V:= c lZ,, kE’(G) is a finite-dimensional k-vector space (namely, if d = dim V the 
vectors G, E(G), E’(G), . . . , Ed(G) are linearly dependent over k and hence 
there exists a nonzero operator P(E) of degree sd with P(E)G = 0; as observed 
in Section 0.2 this implies that G E k[X]“). Now we start computing E(G), 
E’(G), . . . 
(ii) Let rr : 6 + 6 be the ring isomorphism induced by G, i.e. given by 
r(X,) = G, for all i. To compute E(G) apply E to the relation X = F(G). By the 
chain rule we get (JF)(G) E(G) = X, whence E(G) = (JF))'(G) . X E r(R)X. 
Since X = F(G) it follows from Corollary 0.3 that X= F(G) E r(R)G. Since 
E(G) E n(R)X we conclude that 
E(G) E A := r(R)G . (3) 
By Lemma 1.2 it follows that V is contained in the finite-dimensional k-vector 
space A, so V is finite-dimensional, as desired. 0 
Lemma 1.2. EA C A. 
Proof. Let A E R. We need to show that E(A(G)G) E A. Write A = c A,,, its 
homogeneous decomposition. From the definition of R it follows that each A(,) 
belongs to R. So we may assume that A is homogeneous, say of degree i. 
Furthermore, since R is Jacobian, A is a Jacobian matrix. Using this we compute 
E(A(G)G); by the chain rule we get 
E(A(G)G) = ((JA)(G)oE(G))G + A(G),?(G). (4) 
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Let a E 6” be such that ~(a) = E(G). Since A is Jacobian we deduce from (1) 
that (JAoa(X))X= (JAoX)a(X). Furthermore, JAoX= iA by (2), whence 
(JA 0 a(X))X = iAa(X), which implies that ((JA)(G)oE(G)) = iA(G)E(G). So 
by (4), E(A(G)G) = (i + l)A(G)E(G), which belongs to A by (3). 0 
Corollary 1.3. Let F be a polynomial map with F( 0) = 0 and JF = I + C :=, c,N’, 
where c, E k for each i and N is a nilpotent homogeneous Jacobian matrix such that 
N2 is also a Jacobian matrix. Then F is invertible. 
Proof. Apply Theorem 1.1. Since N is nilpotent (JF))’ is of the same form as JF. 
Hence R = k[N]. Furthermore, again since N is nilpotent, R is finite-dimensional 
over k and finally R is Jacobian by Theorem 0.1. q 
Comment 1.4. It is well known [2, 7, 111 that it suffices to prove the Jacobian 
Conjecture for polynomial maps satisfying JF = I + N, where N is a nilpotent and 
homogeneous matrix (of degree two). Of course N is a Jacobian matrix. One 
could wonder if by using the ‘stabilization methods’ used in [2], [7] and [ll] one 
can push the reduction results one step further to arrive at polynomial maps 
satisfying JF = I + N where N2 is Jacobian also. 
2. The Euler operator and the Jacobian Conjecture 
Let F=(F,,...,F,):k” -+ k” be a polynomial map with det JF E k*. Then it 
is well known (see [3], [8] or [lo]) that k[ F] : = k[ F, , . . . , F,,] is a polynomial ring 
and that the derivations a/aF, , . . . , a la F,, can be extended uniquely to n pairwise 
commuting derivations of k[X]. Consider the Euler operator in the variables F;, 
i.e. E, = C F,(aIaF,), viewed as an element of A, = k[X][d,, . . . , a,]. 
Theorem 2.1. The Jacobian Conjecture is equivalent to the statement that for every 
F with det JF E k* and F(0) = 0, the operator E, + 1 is Eulerian (as an element of 
A,,). 
Proof. (i) Assume that the Jacobian Conjecture is true. Let det JF E k* and 
F(0) = 0. So k[[X]] = k[[F]] and k[X] = k[F]. Let g E k[[X]] and p E k[X] such 
that (E, + 1)s = p. Since in particular g E k[[F]] and p E k[F] and E, + 1 is 
Eulerian considered as operator in the variables F,, it follows that g E k[F] = 
k[X], as desired. 
(ii) Conversely, assume E, + 1 is Eulerian for all F with det JF E k* and 
F(0) = 0. Let F be such a polynomial map. First we will show that #F-‘(O) 5 1. 
Since det JF(0) E k*, there exists G E k[[F]]” such that X = G(F). Write 
G= Cl?, G(,,, its homogeneous decomposition (with respect to the F-variables). 
So by (2) we get 
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where JFGc,) is the Jacobian of Gci, with respect to the F-variables. From Lemma 
2.2 it follows that 
(E, + 1) c t&G(,) = J,G = J,XE M,,(k[X]) (6) 
Since by hypothesis E, + 1 is Eulerian we conclude that c f JFGc,, belongs to 
M,,(k[X]). Consequently, using Xi = G,(F), it follows from (5) that X, E 
c, k[X]F,. So dim,k[X]/(F) 5 1, implying #F-‘(O) 5 1. 
(iii) Finally we show that F is injective (which implies that F is invertible, by 
[2]); therefore let A E k”. Put F(,)(X) = F(X + A) - F(A). Then F,,,(O) = 0 and 
det JFcA, E k*. So by (ii) #F,:(O) 5 1, which implies that # Fp’( A) 5 1. So F is 
injective, as desired, 0 
Lemma 2.2. Let H E k[X]“, homogeneous of degree d 2 1. Then (E + 1)JH = 
dJH. 
Proof. This is immediate from E(JH) = (d - 1)JH. 0 
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